Influence of a steroid receptor DNA-binding domain on transcriptional regulatory functions.
We have isolated two independent mutations in the DNA-binding domain of the rat glucocorticoid receptor, P493R and S459A, that implicate DNA binding in the control of attached transcriptional activation domains, either that of the receptor itself or of VP16. The mutants are capable of activating transcription normally, but unlike wild-type receptors, they interfere with particular transcriptional activators in yeast and mammalian cells, and inhibit growth when overexpressed in yeast. The mutant residues reside at positions within the three-dimensional structure of the receptor that could, in principle, transduce structural changes from the DNA-binding surface of the receptor to other functional domains. These findings, together with the salt dependence of specific and nonspecific DNA binding by these receptors, suggest that specific DNA acts as an allosteric effector that directs the functional interaction of the receptor with targets of transcriptional activation and that the P493R and S459A mutants mimic the allosteric effect of specific DNA, allowing the receptor to interact with regulatory targets even in the absence of specific DNA binding.